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October 2020

Sabastian and Roy Ruddle on Just Looking, Twistleton Scar

FROM THE COMMITTEE
Coronavirus and the Huts
The huts were opened on 30 July in a controlled and limited way to club
members only (and their immediate family).
Please note that this is only possible because of the limit on numbers and limit
on times, when the huts will be available for use.
The following documents were e-mailed to members on 22 July, and an
updated Hut User advice on 14 August:
Hut User Advice
Action Plan - The Smithy Rev B
Action Plan - Ribblehead
Link to BMC guidance: https://www.thebmc.co.uk/covid19-reopening-huts
These documents are available on Sync, the Club’s cloud store, and are on
the hut notice boards.
Availability
The huts are available between Thursdays at 4pm and Mondays at 12 noon,
to allow 72 hours between users. No day visitors are to be admitted into the
hut during a booked stay.
Booking
All use of the huts must be booked in advance with the Meets Coordinator,
Peter Barrans tel. 07710 359153, meets@gritstoneclub.org.uk.
All Club Meets at the huts and external events have been cancelled until
Coronavirus restrictions are lifted.
Please note that the Annual Dinner scheduled for 10 October and the
Christmas Party Meet in December have both been cancelled.
However, the programme of day and evening walks has been resumed,
subject to the “Rule of Six”, or with more than six if organised under BMC
guidance: https://www.thebmc.co.uk/covid19-restarting-club-meets
The Club’s Lloyds Bank details are:
Account name:
Gritstone Club
Sort code:
30-63-55
Account number: 81442362

The next newsletter will be published in January.
Please let the Editor know what you have been able to do over the autumn
and winter, to: newsletter@gritstoneclub.org.uk
(or via post to my address in the Handbook).
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HUT NEWS
Smithy Hut Wardens
Steve Skelton has resigned as hut warden for the Smithy. The Club thanks him for his
efforts over the last couple of years.
Richard and Helen Topliss have volunteered to take over the role.

Hut Improvements
SMITHY
● New heavy-duty carpet tiles are being fitting throughout the Smithy to replace the
existing carpets, which have been in situ since the hut was opened.
● No maintenance meet has been possible this year due to Covid-19, but since the hut
reopened visiting members have done various jobs such as cutting the hedge,
strimming the grass and cleaning the gutters.
● The committee have approved a project to enlarge the hallway, by removing the
separate WC next to the hall.
● Work is to be undertaken to improve the surface of the parking area to the rear of the
hut.
RIBBLEHEAD
● A new composting toilet with urine separator has been installed. All visits to the
facilities should be in the seated position for the separator to work.
● Water supply pipework to the new handbasin in the washroom has been installed.
● The double-glazed unit in the west window has been replaced.
● The covering to the porch roof has been replaced.
Many thanks to the members who have undertaken these works.

WEDNESDAY EVENING WALKS
14-Oct
21
28
04-Nov
11
18
25
02-Dec
09
16
23
30
06-Jan

The Spring Rock, Norland
Bulls Head, Baildon
Elm Tree, Embsay
Marquis of Granby, Knaresborough
Masons Arms, Gargrave
Harewood Arms, Follifoot
Barge & Barrel, Elland
Kings Arms Heath
Busfield Arms, East Morton
White Lion, Kildwick
Old White Beare, Norwood Green
Fleece, Haworth
Brown Cow, Bingley (supper)

SE066211
SE154396
SE008538
SE353568
SD931539
SE343524
SE107214
SE356199
SE099420
SE012458
SE140270
SE030371
SE105393

Meet at pub for 7:30 prompt departure. If more than six we will form two
groups. Please be aware of the Covid restrictions applicable to you.
Rod Shaw has a lot of oldish skiing gear to give away for free.
1. 2 pairs Trak cross country skis (lightweight low level not mountain use) with boots
size 8 and 5 with poles.
2. 4 pairs of well used downhill skis lengths 180, 160 and 140.
Rod Shaw 01484 650088 email margrod123@gmail.com
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MEET REPORTS
Zillertal Rucksack Route - Austria

8 - 22 July 2019

Participants
Neil (King of the Mountains ) Hutton
John (Head Sidar) Anderson
Helen (Mini Sherpa) Kerr
Andrew (Another Rucksack) Dyson
Susan (Scooter Boots) Melia
Neil, John, Helen and Andrew met Susan in Innsbruck, where the Zillertal Alps are
located in the Tyrolean Province, near Mayrhofen. The highest peaks are Hochfeiler
3510m and Grosser Moseler 3480m both with permanent snow cover and often on the
sunny horizon.

We took the train to the Brenner Pass and left the thundering lorries and cars behind
us. Soon we were heading up through sweet smelling pine forest, alpine flower
meadows and finally rough boulder fields to reach the Europa Hutte 2713m. It is
perched upon a ridge on the Austro-Italian border, with a roof of the world feeling and
an extraordinary vista of the Stubai Peaks.
Early the next day “ Katoolas On’ and a ‘Hutton Sporting Route’ down the snow fields
but soon we were bimbling along a fine balcony path with marmots, alpine goats then
Apfelstudel and coffee elevenses. This is definitely a grand route! We arrived at the
Dominikus Hutte 1805m where beers and GnT replenished us, while stunning views of
the Schlegeisspeicher Lake led our eyes towards out route to the east. The next day
we took a circular excursion to the Olperer Hutte and Friesenberghaus, a very cosy
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classic Austrian Hutte with delicious dumpling soupe and stuffed marmots on the
windowsills kept us company!
The next day we headed up to the Furtschaghaus hutte at 2293m and a fresh
avalanche of rocks and logs had to be scrambled over . An early start the following day
and we were the first over the Schoenbichler Scharte 3081m . There had been fresh
overnight snow , so Gym Bunny Hutton kicked snow steps and Susan and John
followed on! Cables led us safety down the other side where again unusual late July
snow, gave us a ’Spicy’ descent down to the Berliner Hutte. This hut at 2042m has a
grand wooden panelled entrance with chandeliers and seemed more like a hotel than a
hutte. The food and drink was plentiful for our day off, sleeping, reading and playing
cards. The next day we had another high pass to cross, Moerchen Scharte 2872m ,
thank heavens for Katoolas! We arrived at the Greizer Hutte to find Steinbok being
brought up the mountainside by the hutte lift. This was part of a re-introduction of
steinbok into this part of Tyrol. It was very interesting to see ‘Karl’ close up before he
was released out of his travelling wooden box.
Everyday, to the south, the Zillertal Alps and the re-gressing glaciers were on our
horizon. This route is one of rough-boulder fields, cables, chains but welcoming huttes
such as Kasseler 2178m and Adel 2238m with the staple Tyrolean dish of fried
potatoes, speck (ham) , eggs and Kuchen dessert . All too soon we were taking a cable
car down the final slope into Mayrhofen but Neil declined such mechanical descent
and went for the purist 1600m knee jarring descent ! Helen flew home to the UK and
then Neil, Andrew, John and Susan headed back up to the Gams Hutte 1916m , John
was heard saying ‘More Ascent' !!! A sunny day dawned again at the Gams Hutte for a
spectacular ridge walk, thereby completing the Zillertal Round. Boys headed for well
earned Sherpa Beers then we took trains and planes back to Blighty … Scooter Boots
eternally grateful for Sherpa Services from the Top Team!
Melia Metrics for the Zillertal Rucksack Route
8919m Positive height gain
Susan Melia

DAY WALKS
We managed two walks before lockdown:
January 21 - Wharncliffe Crags, Greno Wood, Low Hall Wood, Hannah Moor from
Wortley (Andrew Dyson).
February 4 - Ebor Way Stage 3: East Keswick to Tadcaster (Lynn Moss).
Since lockdown, all walks have been well supported:
June 30 - Little Moor, Arden Hall, Arden Great Moor (Hambleton Hills) from Kepwick
(Carol Pettifar).
July 21 - Green Withens Reservoir, Dog Hill from Ripponden (Gillian Travis).
August 4 - Colne Valley Circular and Marsden from Slaithwaite (Andrew Dyson).
August 18 - Harden from Oxenhope (Peter Barrans).
September 1 - Piethorne Reservoir, Hollingworth Lake from Ogden (Rod Shaw).
September 15 - Byland Abbey, Wass, Sutton Bank, White Horse from Kilburn (Dennis
Chapman).
September 29 - Nidderdale from Dacre Banks (Carol Pettifar).
October 13 - Marsden Moor from Marsden (Malcolm Sizer).
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Please contact me if you would like to coordinate a walk. I am always looking for
volunteers.
Information on venues and meeting arrangements will be published on the Club
website, and sent by email to those on the "Day Walkers" distribution list. If you would
like to be added to the "Day Walkers" email list, then please send your email address to
me.
Ian Hargreaves

01423 887964

ianhargreaves1@ntlworld.com

Tuesday Walk - Oxenhope

18 August

Even though it was raining the hardy lot turned up on time. 10 of us (in two socially
distanced groups) set off from my home in rather dismal conditions, but I assured them
that things would brighten up.
We walked along the Goit, by the side of Bridgehouse Beck, towards Haworth, then
turn steeply up the hill through woods and onto Haworth Moor. The heather was in in
full bloom, and the rain was easing, proving good views of Haworth and Oakworth.
Our track took us down to Crossroads and, then up and along a stone track towards
Cullingworth. The rain had now stopped, but it was still very wet underfoot. As we
arrived at the Cullingworth /Keighley Road, Malcolm H decided that he had better
shorten his walk and took off towards Cullingworth, to return to Oxenhope. Our route
took us along a grassy lane then up and over Harden Moor, through woods and down
to Harden. Here a refreshment break was planned, at the Malt Shovel, but Corvid 19
put pay to that – pub shut!!!!. We made use of their tables and chairs anyway.
After lunch we walked up Goit Stock, through woods, past waterfalls and some
interesting looking properties tucked away in the valley, to eventually arrive at
Hewenden Railway Viaduct. What a superb structure. Long ago I used to practice
climbing on its stone buttresses, some hardy people used to jump over the parapet
(roped on of course), just for a laugh.
We walked over the viaduct back towards Cullingworth, turning left up a bridleway to
Manywells. From here a trudge across Blackmoor, past the caravan and camp site to
Blackmoor Lane and some very fine views of Oxenhope and the surrounding moors.
Bathed in
sunlight. A
short track
across the
moor down
towards
Oxenhope
followed by a
walled lane
took us back to
the start. 12
miles in total.
Now we just
had to find the
refreshments in
this new
normal......
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LOCKDOWN NEWS
Cragging Report, by Roy Ruddle
� Part 1
Like many families, we’ve been keeping ourselves to ourselves due to the
coronavirus, but that hasn’t stopped us getting out to explore 30+ places we’ve never
been before. One is this Lake District mountain top, but can you name it? If you want a
clue, we’re sitting on top of a 4 metre high tower.
On a hot, sunny day in July we climbed at Twistleton Scar, finding it surprisingly
busy (10 climbers!). I climbed the absolutely desperate Candle Crack (HVS), which I
still don’t understand how I didn’t fall off, and the 3-star Sickle Direct (VS). And
Sebastian and I climbed two severes – Just Looking and the classic Evening Scar –
fantastic introductions to limestone for someone who’s only previously climbed on grit.
20th Aug also dawned hot and sunny, sandwiched in between days of heavy rain,
so we spontaneously took a day’s holiday to visit Brown Beck Crag (see the NE
England guide). There was no sign of the footpath we wanted, buried in deep bracken
and heather, so we walked beyond Slipstones to the top of the moor and followed our
noses cross-country. Our first route was Tyto (S), against a fabulous backdrop of
heather. After a worthwhile Diff (Off Beat), I climbed two routes that had caught my eye
– Pella (VS) and Wichita Linesman (HVS 5b). They may be short (6 metres) but the
climbing is superb, with Pella is worth every one of its three stars. The 1st ascents were
in the 1980s, so I’d be interested to know if any other Grits been there and done them?
If not then check the crag out next time you’re thinking of going to its more famous
neighbour.

� Part 2
August Bank Holiday: To avoid the crowds, we went for a staycation with my
parents in Kent over the Bank Holiday. I learned to climb down there, rock climbing as
a games option during my final year at school, after whetting my appetite a few years
before on a day out with the scouts.
My 1981 Southern Sandstone guide book (the first one in colour) caused a stir
when we arrived at Stone Farm, to climb Curling Crack (3b), Front Face (5b) and
Undercut Wall (3b) – top roping is the norm because the rock is soft (much more so
than Northumberland sandstone), so routes only get technical grades. That said, the
grades feel mean because some moves combine the roundedness of grit with the
friction of a thin layer of ball bearings and, as I desperately struggled up Front Face,
Sebastian quipped “you look like a baby koala clinging on to its mother!”
That was my second ever visit to Stone Farm (as a teenager I’d mostly climbed at
Harrisons and Bowles). The next day, for the first time ever, I visited Under Rockes
which is an ex-quarry and WW2 shooting range, so has a pock-marked appearance
like Pex Hill near Liverpool. I climbed Uganda Wall (5c) up one line of pockets, Fireball
(5c) up another (I had to cheat at the top because of some greasy, rounded holds), and
Central Crack (5c) which is a classic. I’d happily go back to climb the gritstone-esque
Dark Crack (an overhanging 5b), and given the pandemic I suspect I will.

� Part 3 - Indian summer 1
I took advantage of September’s wonderful weather with a few mid-week days out.
Fri 11th Sep: A short Three Peaks, running up each in turn but driving between
them to avoid the dull section from Pen-y-Ghent to Whernside. The cumulative running
time (3 hrs 59) may have been slower than my fastest race time, but I don’t care!
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Tue 15th Sep: Hot sun, a gentle breeze and 34 routes/problems at the Slipstones,
which I had entirely to myself. The routes were graded HVS – ‘Amusing’, with the latter
involving a crawl along an elevated shelf that is described as “popular with small
children”. I am a big kid at heart! Other highlights were Tiptoe (HVS 5a) and
Overhanging Arete (VS 5a).
Thu 17th Sep: Roadworks made me change my destination from Langdale to
Borrowdale, from where I ran a route similar to one I did on the Grits’ 2003/4 New Year
Smithy (I think that was the 2nd weekend meet I went on, and the first time I’s stayed at
the Smithy). Back then I christened the route the “Greater Borrowdale horseshoe”
because, although it started and finished in Borrowdale, it took in much of Wasdale too.
This time, apart from the start and finish, I followed the Bob Graham Round over Great
End, Ill Crag, Broad Crag, Scafell Pike, Scafell, Yewbarrow, Red Pike, Steeple, Pillar,
Kirk fell, Great Gable and Green Gable for my first big day (3000+ metres of ascent)
running in the hills since racing the Glencoe Skyline in Sept 2019. The weather was
idyllic, but my post-run dip in Derwent water was rather too refreshing (I bottled out at
waist deep because I was already shivering). Afterwards in the centre of Keswick I
watched a runner about to set off on his Bob Graham, before eating a delicious burger &
chips at a bar/restaurant called The Round because it’s beside Moot Hall. My table even
had a BG version of snakes & ladders to entertain me while I waited!

� Part 4 - Indian summer 2
Tue 29th Sep: My employer has done a “Dominic Cummings” – in this case telling us
we can’t carry over our unused holiday, contrary to Government guidelines. So what
choice did I have on a splendidly sunny afternoon but to head up to Crookrise? I’ve
climbed the Matterhorn (both the one in the chocolate country and the other that I can
see from my bedroom), and seen Everest but never before climbed on it. What was it
like? Well, all I can say is that big mountains are scary to solo, even by their easiest
routes! Carrying on to the Khumbu area, the Yorkshire Gritstone Bouldering guide
mentions the (heather-strewn) crevasses and the absence of sheep – presumably they
fell in, to re-emerge
decades later after
flowing glacier-slow
down the hillside to
the outskirts of
Skipton. Actually
that area provided
some of the best
problems of my
afternoon, with a
reachy wall (4c),
nice arête (5a) and
pocketed wall (5c)
on Boulder #24.
However, the best
thing of all was
simply exploring
somewhere new in
solitude and idyllic
weather.
Roy
Ruddle
Roy at Stone Farm, Kent
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LOCKDOWN NEWS
Braille Climbing
Apart from lockdown, I'm waiting for
cataract removal from both eyes. So my
home board is proving really useful (Braille
climbing). Had a few trips out,had to visit
Attermire with my new supplement, really
enjoyed it, managed 6b+. Do better when I
get my eyes sorted.
Peter Greenwood

Locomotives
It's more what I haven't been able to do.
This is what I hoped to be doing when lockdown finished, running my engine, but
worsening health, it's hard work, and track usage restrictions has prevented any running.
Also, it will need a steam test now before I can run it again. When I've got it fully
sorted I must finish the painting. Having to satisfy myself by running an even smaller
example of that loco round the back garden.
I've done a bit of gentle walking exploring various bits of the Peak that I hadn't
previously looked at, but that's about all.
John Gresty

First Wainwright
Not sure if this is news worthy, but I managed to help my wife bag her first Wainwright
(Scafell Pike) this weekend (24/25 August). It was particularly wet and wild.
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LOCKDOWN NEWS
Dear Gritstone Friend
Suze Scooter Boots has been systematically led around the Lake District, for the last 12
years doing Wainwrights Famous Fells. Today, on a blue sky day, I led her from
Glenridding up to Red Tarn where I took a quick dip to cool off. Then a final ascent from
Swirral Edge path and our 214th Summit. Woo Hoo!
I celebrated with Black Pudding and gave Scooter Boots an Orange which she wolfed
down. Then a quick ‘Lightweight’ descent to Kepplecove Tarn and back to the bar at Inn
on the Lake. GnT for Scooty , Iced Water for Poppy.
Sadly due to Covid you were not able to join us on our final Wainwright but thank you to
everyone who has joined us over the last 12 years on the Fells. Your Company and
Laughter has kept us Bimbling Along.
I wonder where I can take Scooter Boots next? ‘The Tarns of Lakeland’ would seem
fitting for an Octogenarian Cairn Terrier.
Best Wishes and Best Paw Forward

The PopMeister
P.S. First Wainwright Fairfield 30th March 2008 … Final one Catstycam 8th August 2020

I found these lapel badges the other
day. Are they still presented to new
members, or is it assumed new
members will not have lapels?
Bill Hinde
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OBITUARY
John Ward
It is with great regret that we have to report that John died after a short illness on 31st
August.
John was a mountaineer, cyclist and skier. I first met him around 40 years ago when we
went hill-walking and scrambling together with the Burnley Mountaineering Club. As we
developed more into climbing he and then I also joined the Craven M C who had a small
group of local climbers. Knowing the Alps from skiing John was keen to climb there in the
Summer so a small group of us spent a fortnight in Zermatt to start with then Chamonix,
Saas and many other places in the Alps. Being totally inexperienced we must have done
many things that would have been treated scathingly in the press had an accident
befallen us but it never did. John was strong, fast and got a quick grasp of the
fundamentals of mountaineering and, as two clubs weren’t enough for him, he also
joined the Grits and I followed him. Not content with this he also joined the Fell & Rock
and, I think, my last two trips with him were to their huts on his prospective members
meets.
We also spent every last week
of February in Scotland winter
mountaineering and climbed
most of the Munros (and
Corbetts). Being a bachelor he
was free to go up there more
often than most and so had
done all of them and was well
on the way to completing a
second round – probably he
was on the way to a third, but
he wasn’t the sort of person to
shout about his achievements
so I’m also not sure just how
many of the 4000m peaks
he’d done but it must have
been close to the lot.
With the Grits he also went on
most February climbing trips
to France, Spain etc where,
like on all our holidays, he did most of the driving. His own estate car had the back seats
converted into a bed so he had a comfortable(?) night’s sleep in continental lay-bys
whilst we put up tents – or just slept on the ground if it was fine. Surprisingly it nearly
always was. They were great days which I (and I’m sure all those with him) will
remember for all our lives. He was a great photographer and won many competitions at
all his clubs. Possibly he holds the world record for the most photographs of the
Matterhorn!!! He must have taken a hundred (all near identical) one summer alone!
John had been unwell for a few weeks but, typically, refused to call an ambulance until a
neighbour noticed he was worse and called one for him. He had suffered a stroke and
was taken to Airedale where he had more and died peacefully a week later.
We often say “I’ll never forget whatisname” without really meaning it but in JWs case it is
true because he was on the other end of a rope on some of the best days of my life.
John Belbin
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CLUB OFFICERS
President - Nigel Calaghan
email: president@gritstoneclub.org.uk
Vice-presidents - W Hinde, C Ambler, D Bateman
Hon. Secretary - John Anderson
email: secretary@gritstoneclub.org.uk
Hon. Treasurer - Ian Hargreaves
email: treasurer@gritstoneclub.org.uk
Assistant Sec. (Webmaster) - Mick Green
Membership Secretary - Dan Ambler
email: membership@gritstoneclub.org.uk
Newsletter Editor - Andrew Dyson
5email: newsletter@gritstoneclub.org.uk
Ribblehead - John Anderson
email: ribblehead@gritstoneclub.org.uk
The Smithy - Richard & Helen Topliss
email: smithy@gritstoneclub.org.uk
Meets List Coordinator - Peter Barrans
email: meets@gritstoneclub.org.uk

Tim Elliott on Great Borne overlooking
Ennerdale Water

The Gritstone Club visiting the Moorcock Inn at Garsdale Head in 1925
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